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No. 726,934. Patented May 5, 1903. 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
JOHN MILLER JACOBS, OF NORRISTOWN , PENNSYLVANIA. 

VENDING-MACHINE. 
SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 726,934, dated May 5, 1903. 

Application filed August 16, 1902, Serial No. 119,856, (No model.) 

To all whon, it may concer'72: 
Beitknown that I, JOHN MILLERJACOBS, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Nor 
ristown, in the county of Montgomery and 
State of Pennsylvania, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Wend 
ing-Machines, of which the following is a 
specification. 
My invention has relation to that class of 

vending-machines wherein the article to be 
vended is held within a case and delivered 
therefrom only by the operation of a nor 
mally-locked mechanism, the passage of a 
coin releasing the delivery mechanism, and 
in such connection it relates more particu 
larly to the construction and arrangement of 
such a vending-machine. . . . . 
The principal object of my invention is to 

provide, in a vending apparatus, a delivery 
mechanism of simple construction and ar 
rangement and a locking means controlled 
by the passage of a coin through the appa 
ratus and controlling the delivery mechan 
ism, so as to permit of the manual manipu 
lation of said mechanism when the locking 
means is controlled by the coin. 
The nature and scope of my invention will 

be more fully understood from the following 
description, taken in connection with the ac 
companying drawings, forming part hereof, 
in which 

Figure 1 is a front elevational view of a 
coin-controlled vending apparatus embody 
ing main features of my invention. Fig. 2 
is a horizontal sectional view taken on the 
line 22 of Fig. 1. Figs. 3 and 4 are vertical 
sectional views taken, respectively, on the 
lines 33 and 44 of Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is an en 
larged sectional view illustrating in detail 
the coin-controlled locking mechanism of the 
apparatus. Fig. 6 is a top or plan view of 
Fig. 5. Fig. 7 is a side elevational view, en 
larged, of the mechanism for rotating the de 
livery wheel or drum of the apparatus and 
of the feed or guide roll and accessories for 
guiding the articles into the pockets of the 
delivery wheel or drum, said drum and its 
stops being shown in dotted lines. Fig. 8 is 
a top or plan view of Fig. 7; and Fig. 9 is a 
vertical section, enlarged, of the delivery end 
of the case of the apparatus, the delivery 
wheel or drum, and the guide-roller. 
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Referring to the drawings, a represents a 
closed chamber or compartment of the appa 
ratus wherein the box or case b, containing 55 
the articles B to be sold, is placed. The box 
or case bhas its bottom open to permit of the 
feeding by gravity of the articles B down 
ward to the delivery or discharge end of the 
chamber or compartment a. This discharge 
end of the chamber a, is open and inclines 
forward toward the front of the apparatus. 
Below the chamber a is arranged a shelf d, 
having a back extension or wing d, extend 
ing upward toward the chamber a. Below 
the shelf d is arranged the drawer or boxe, 
into which the coins fall after releasing the 
delivery mechanism hereinafter described 
and in which they are collected. One of the 
side walls of the compartment a is cut away, 
as at a, to receive the coin-chute a. The 
chute a is secured to the inner face of a 
cover-plate a, which is fastened to the exte 
rior of the cut-away side wall of the compart 
ment a, as clearly illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, 
and 3. The chute a has a slotted entrance 
end a, located at the front of the apparatus. 

In the drawings the apparatus is illustrated 
as especially adapted for the vending of cy 
lindrical objects, such as cigars, cigarettes, 
or other objects. For this purpose in the 
space between the forwardly-inclined dis 
charge end of the compartment a, and the 
shelf d is adapted to rotate with a step-by 
step movement a wheel or drum f, having in 
its periphery a series of pockets f', shaped to 
conform to the shape of the article to be 
vended. This drum or wheel if serves as a 
closure for the discharge end of the compart 
ment Cl, when the drum or wheelf is at rest 
and a means for conveying the articles singly 
from the compartment a to the shelf dat each 
partial revolution of the drum or wheelf. 
The mechanism for rotating the drum or 
wheelf with a step-by-step movement is con 
trolled by a lever-arm g, pivoted intermedi 
ate of its ends, as at g', to one of the sides of 
the compartment a, and having its body slot 
tied, so as to surround the axis fof the drum 
if and to oscillate freely without impinging 
upon said axis. The inner end of this lever 
arm g is normally depressed by a spring g, 
extending from the arm g to a fixed part of 
the apparatus, preferably the base, as illus 
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2 726,934 

lever-arm g projects beyond the front plate f", thus freeing the drum or wheelf and per 
a of the machine in the form of a key or mitting of its step-by-step movement, as 
handle g8. The front portion of the armg hereinabove described. The weight of the 7o 

5 oscillates in a slot af, formed in said plate a, coin tilts the lever h until the lever reaches 
as clearly illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, and 4. the position indicated in dotted lines in Fig. 
The drum or wheelf has at one of its ends a 5, wherein the weight extends inward beyond 
series of pins f', equally spaced and a lined the pivotal support for the lever h, when the 
with and corresponding in number to the coin A drops from the slotted end h' of the 75 

Io pockets f' of the drum or wheelf. On this lever into the box or receptacle e. When 
end of the drumf the pins f°serve as a means now the drum f is rotated, a pin f' after 
for transmitting the oscillating movement of passing the cam h will strike against a pro 
the lever-arm g into a step-by-step movement jection h", formed on the lever h. The inner 
of the wheel or drum f. In the normal posi 

15 tion of the lever-arm g a pinf rests beneath 
the tailpiece g of a pawl g, pivoted to the 
arm g within the chamber C. When the le 
ver-arm g is operated by the depression of 
the key g, the pawl g’ through its tailpiece 

20 g presses upon one of the pins f* and turns 
the drum or wheel if a predetermined dis 

trated in Fig. 4. The free outer end of the This cam h will ride under and clear the pin 

side of the pivotal point and the movement 8o 
of the pinfand drum f will now move the 
inner end of the lever h upward until the 
weighted end passes outward beyond the 
pivotal point and restores the lever h to its 
normal position. When sorestored, the camh 85 
rests under the next succeeding pinf of the 
drumf and locks said drum until the passage 

tance. When the spring g returns the arm of a coin. A through the chute a again re 
g to its normal position, a next succeeding leases the cam h from the pin f'. The cy 
pin f', which rests above the pawl g, rides lindrical objects B collect in the bottom of 9o 

25 over said pawl and depresses its tailpiece g the compartment a and rest upon the periph 
until the pin slips under the tailpiece g", as ery of the drum fin a more or less disordered 
clearly illustrated in full and dotted lines in condition. To properly guide or feed sepa 
Fig. 7. A dog or stop-pawl g at the rear of rate objects B into a pocket f' and to pre 
the arm g prevents a retrograde movement vent more than the required number from 95 

3o of the wheel or drum f by normally resting entering said pockets, there is provided a 
under a third pin f° in series, while a stop feed and guide roller m, arranged above the 
projection g on the arm gimmediately below drum and adapted to be rotated in the same 
the tailpiece g of the pawl glimits the for- direction as the drum frotates. To accom 
Ward movement of the wheel or drumfby rest- plish this, to one end of the roller m is se- Ico 

35 ing under one of the pins f, when the arm g cured a ratchet m', and adjacent to the ratchet 
returns to its normal position and said pin has freely oscillates upon the roller m a plate m”, 
passed under the tailpiece. The rear end of carrying a pawl m, engaging the teeth of the 
the pawl g is adapted to impinge upon the ratchet m', so as to turn the ratchet n and 
axis f-of the drum and to thereby lock the roller m in the required direction. An arm (o5 

4o tailpiece against the pin f° during the down- m, projecting from the plate n°, is connected 
ward movement of the leverg. A stop-ping by a link n' with the key endg of the lever 
limits the throw upward of the tailpiece g. arm g. When now said key g is depressed 
Backward movement of the pawl gisprevent- to actuate the drum, the link n, arm m, and 
ed by a stop or lugg. This step-by-step move- plate m operate through the pawl m and IIo 

45 ment of the drum or wheelf is normally pre- the ratchet m to thereby turn the roller m. 
vented by a locking device adapted to be re- This movement of the roller m serves, as 
leased only when a coin A is passed into and clearly illustrated in Figs. 7, 8, and 9, to prop 
through the chute a. To accomplish this, the erly guide the cylinders B into the pockets f' 
other end of the drum fisprovided with a sec- of the drum f. If required, the pockets f 115 

So Ond Series of pins f, corresponding in num- may be arranged to carry two cylinders B or 
ber and position to the pins f at the opposite any number, as required, in which instance 
end of the drum f. One of the pins f rests the drum f when manipulated will deliver 
normally upon the cam projection h, carried the contents of one pocket f' upon the inser 
at the front weighted end of a lever h", the tion of the proper coin, no matter whether the I2O 

55 rear end of the lever h' being slotted, as ath, pocket f carries one, two, or more objects. 
and forming normally a closure for the lower Having thus described the nature and ob 
end of the chute a. The lever his pivoted jects of my invention, what I claim as new, 
intermediate of its ends in the side wall a? of and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is 
the compartment a and is so weighted that 1. In a vending apparatus, a drum having I 25 

6o the inner end his normally pressed against in its periphery a series of pockets, a com 
the chute a, as illustrated in detail in Figs. partment having a discharge end closed by 
5 and 6. When now a coin. A drops through said drum, a feed and guide roller arranged 
the chute a and onto the slotted end h of within the compartment adjacent to and 
the lever h", the weight of the coin will tilt above the delivery side of the drum, a mech- 13) 

65 the inner end of the lever downward and anism for rotating said drum with a step-by 
raise its Weighted end and also the cam h. A step movement in one direction, and means 

  



726,934 3. 

controlled by said mechanism for turning the means controlled by said mechanism for cor 
roller in the same direction during the rota- respondingly rotating said feed or guide 
tion of the drum. roller. - 

2. In a vending apparatus, a delivery drum In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 15 
5 or wheel having in its periphery a series of my signature in the presence of two subscrib 
pockets for the reception of the articles to be ing witnesses. 
vended, and a guide or feed roller located ad 
jacent to and above the delivery side of the JOHN MILLER JACOBS. 
drum or wheel, in combination with mech- Witnesses: 

Io anism for rotating said drum or wheel with a J. WALTER DOUGLASS, 
step-by-step movement in one direction, and THOMAS M. SMITH, 

  


